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THEORY OF STRUCTURES - I

fTime: 3 hours

(Maximum marks: 100)

PAKI - A

(Maximum marks: l0)

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Define the 'resultant' of a number of forces.

2. Define 'cente of gravity' of a plane area.

3. What is 'modulus of elasticitY' ?

4. Define 'polar moment of inertia'.

5. Differentiate'sfut' and'column'.

Marks

(5x2 = 10)

PART - B

Maximum marks: 30)

I Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

L Two forces 120 N and 80 N are acting at a'point at right angles. Find the magnitude

and direction of their resultant.

2. State 'Parallel axis theorem' and 'Perpendicular axis theorem'.

3. Explain mechanical properties of materials, 'stiffkless', 'plasticity' and'hardness'.

4. A circular shaft of 30 mm diameter and 0.85 m length is subjected to torsion of

0.60 kN-m. Calculate the maximum shear stress and angle of trvist developed in

the shaft. Modulus of rigidity of material of the shaft is 7.9 GPa.

5. Define 'shear force', 'bending moment' and 'point of conta flexure' related to a beam.

6. Derive the eqgation fu 'circurnfercntial' and 'longihrdinal' st€sses on a thin cylindrical shell.

7. Describe the analysis of truss by method of sections. (5x6 = 30)
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PART _ C

(Maximum marks: 60)

(Answer one fullquestion from each urit. Each full question carries 15 marks')

UNtr - I

u (a) A simply supported beam AB, 6 m long carries point loads 5kN and 7kN at

Cando,espectiuelyandaUDLl0kN/mfromAtoC.IfAC:2mand
BD : 1.5 m, find the reactions at the supports A and B' 6

(b) Find the position of centre of gravity of an angle section of longer leg

150 mm x 12 mm and shorter leg 100 mm x 12 mm' 9

On

Jy (a) Three coplanar forces, P = 6 kN, Q:4 kN and R: 3 kN are acting away from

a point O. If P and Q are at right angles and R makes 100' with Q, find their

resultant. 6

(b) A body of weight 150 N is to be pulled over an inclined surface of 20' with
hoizontal. Calculate the least force required, if the coefficient of friction is 0.28. 9

UNrr - II

V (a) Draw a typical stress-strain curve of mild steel bar under tension test and mark
features. 6

(b) A reinforced cement concrete qolumn 300mm x 400 mm has 4 reinforcement
bars of 20 mm diameter If the permissible stress in concrete is 5 N/mm2 and
modular ratio is 18, calculate the load carrying capacity of the column.

On

VI (a) Write notes on 'resilience', 'proof resilience' and 'modulus of resilience'.

(b) A steel bar of 30 mm diameter and 1.20m length is subjected to a tension of
16 kN. If the young's modulus of steel is 2xlff N/mm2 and Poisson's ratio is
0.35, calculate the change in volume of the bar.

UNrr - III
VII (a) A circular shaft of 50 mm diameter is rotating with an angular speed of l5rad/sec.

Find the power that can be fansferred by the shaft, if the stress in the material is
limited to 100 N/mm2.

O) A cantilever beam of length 2m carries point loads SkN and 5kN at lm and 2m
respectively from the fixed end and a UDL of 6kN/m from 0.5m to l.5m from
the fixed end. Draw its shear force and bending moment diagrams.

On

Vm (a) Write the assumptions of theory of pure torsion. 6

(b) An overhanging beam ABC, AB:4m and BC=2m, is simply supported at A and B. .
It carries a UDL of 2kN/m over its entire length. Draw the SF and BM diagrams
and find the position of point of confa flexure. g

9
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UNrr _ lV
(a) A thin cylindrical shell of 2.5m internar diameter and 5mm wail thickness issubjected to an intemal pressure of 2N/mm2. Calculate hoop and longitudinalstresses developed in the walls.

(b) Find the Rankine's crippling load for a column of section 250mm x 400rnm andheight 3.5m. The corumn is fixed at one end and hinged at the other end. crushingsftength of the material of the column is 20N/mm2 *J n*n*,s constant is l/7000.

On

Find the forces in various members of the truss shown in fiswe.

Marksx
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